FERRERO INTERNATIONAL S.A. IS HIRING A INTERNSHIP CONTROLLING FOR INTERNSHIP 6 MONTHS.

Date : 01/07/2018

**Job reference** : BU-JB-33-25723125

**Type of contract** : Internship  
**Localisation** : Findel, Luxembourg L-2632, LU  
**Contract duration** : 6 months  
**Level of studies** : Bachelor's Degree  
**Years of experience** : 

**Company description** :  
Discover the taste of Ferrero

Ferrero is anything but ordinary. We are a dynamic family company with a truly progressive and global outlook.

Our products are iconic and enjoy long-term success. From Nutella and Kinder to Ferrero Rocher, TicTac and many more, with us you'll have the opportunity to work with some of the world's best-loved brands - innovative products that are constantly enticing new customers in new markets across the globe.

At Ferrero, you'll join a business that truly cares for the interests of our people and is dedicated to supporting you to succeed. As we grow around the world, we are able to offer exciting challenges, as well as significant opportunities for career development and mobility. Discover all you could achieve with the roles we have available now.

Ferrero: A joy to discover

**Job description** :  
At Ferrero, you'll discover an employer that truly cares for the interests of its people: as such we are recognized as an employer of choice in 17 countries, Forbes RepTrak Worlds 26th Most Reputable Company, trendence 33rd Europe's Ideal 500 Employers and 54 Universums Worlds Most Attractive Employers. As we grow around the world, we are able to offer significant opportunities for career development and mobility.

For our HQ in Luxembourg we are looking for a talented candidate for a six-month internship inside the Controlling Department. The candidate will be part of a team in charge of a specific controlling area, i.e. Business, Category, Regional, Industrial or Local Controlling and, during the internship, will give support in all business activities and projects.

**Main Tasks**

- Support the analysis of investments, budget forecasting, P simulations;
- Support the preparation of the strategic planning reporting;
- Support the monthly closure with variance analysis;
- Prepare gap analysis reports;
- Manage data;
- Carry out special analysis and projects;
- Create ad hoc PP presentations.

**Required profile** :

**Profile**

- Student or fresh graduate (BSc/ MSc) in Economics, Management Engineering, Business Administration or related fields;
- Strong analytical skills and result orientation;
Dynamic, proactive approach and ability to work under pressure within strict deadlines;
Reliable team player;
Interest for a career in finance.

IT skills

Firm knowledge of MS-Office applications;
Proficiency in Excel.

Languages

Proficiency in English;
Other language is considered a plus.

To apply: https://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/6591/25723125